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Abstract— Traditional routing protocol designs have focused
solely on the functionality of the protocols and implicitly assume
that all routing update messages received by a router carry
valid information. However operational experience suggests that
hardware faults, software implementation bugs, operator misconfigurations, let alone malicious attacks can all lead to invalid
routing protocol announcements. Although several recent efforts
have developed cryptography-based authentication for routing
protocols, such enhancements alone are rendered ineffective in the
face of faults caused by misconfigurations or hardware/software
errors. In this paper we develop a simple routing update validation
algorithm for the RIP protocol, RIP with Triangle theorem
checking and Probing (RIP-TP). In RIP-TP routers utilize a
triangle theorem to identify suspicious new routing announcements, and then use probing messages to verify the correctness of
the announcements. We have evaluated the effectiveness of RIPTP through simulation using various faulty node behaviors, link
failure dynamics and network sizes. The results show that, with
an overhead as low as about one probing message per received
update message in the worst case, RIP-TP can effectively detect
95% or more invalid routing announcements.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Up to now routing protocol designs have focused solely
on the functionality of the protocols: how to calculate the
best paths, how to prevent looping and speed up convergence
after topological changes. It is assumed implicitly that all
routers operate correctly according to the specification, and all
routing messages received by each router carry valid update
information. Although several recent efforts have developed
cryptography-based authentication for various routing protocols, these enhancements alone are rendered ineffective in the
face of faults caused by misconfigurations or hardware/software
errors. To make the routing system more resilient to unexpected
faults, we believe that routing protocols must be designed with
update validation capabilities. As a proof of feasibility, in this
paper we develop such an update validation algorithm for the
RIP protocol [1].
Even though none of the existing routing protocols have been
designed with invalid routing update detection, their design
differences create different potentials for fault detection. The
various routing protocols currently used in the Internet can be
divided into 3 general classes: distance vector protocols (e.g.
RIP), link state protocols (e.g. OSPF [2]), and path vector

protocols (BGP [3]). In a link state routing protocol, each
node learns the state of the entire network topology, whereas
in distance vector and path vector protocols each node only
has partial connectivity information which is the output of a
(potentially faulty) neighbor node’s routing decision process.
Because of this, link-state protocols are generally considered
more promising for detecting faults [4]. Path vector routing
protocols provide partial information that could be exploited for
fault detection. For example, [5] uses this partial information
to detect invalid paths and improve BGP convergence.
Nodes running distance vector protocols only have information regarding the connectivity to its direct neighbor nodes, thus
they are considered least capable of fault detection. A router
announces to its directly connected neighbor nodes its shortest
distance to all destinations. Unlike link-state protocols where a
node computes its shortest path to the destination based on the
network topology, a node running a distance-vector protocol
computes its shortest path based on distance updates from its
neighbors; it has no direct information regarding the network
topology beyond the immediate neighbors. [4] argues that
distance vector protocols are poor candidates for fault detection
because a node running the distance vector protocol has no
way to verify the validity of any distance information regarding
remote connectivity. One real world example happened to the
distance vector protocol used in the early ARPANET [6]. Due
to a rare memory fault, an east coast router advertised a zero
cost route to UCLA, and other routers learned and believed
this(invalid) route. The traffic to UCLA was then sent along
the false route until it reached the faulty router and this router
simply dropped the UCLA traffic.
In this paper, we present a novel approach, named RIPTP(RIP with Triangle theorem checking and Probing), to
detect invalid routing announcements in the RIP protocol. RIPTP can be implemented either in routers or on dedicated
detection devices auxiliary to routers. RIP-TP is compatible
with current RIP standard [1], and incrementally deployable. In
particular, a router can detect faulty updates by implementing
RIP-TP even when no other routers have deployed RIP-TP. We
have evaluated the effectiveness of RIP-TP through simulation
using various faulty node behaviors, link failure dynamics, and
network sizes. The results show that, with an overhead as low

as about one probing message per received RIP update message
in the worst case, RIP-TP can effectively detect 95% or more
invalid RIP announcements. Had RIP-TP been implemented as
part of the ARPANET routing protocol, the above mentioned
invalid routing announcement due to memory fault could have
been detected before black holing the traffic to UCLA.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the triangle theorem. Section III presents the probing
message technique used to verify distance information and
discusses some of our design choices. Section IV provides the
simulation results. Section V reviews the related work and we
conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. T HE T RIANGLE T HEOREM F OR RIP
A network running the Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
consists of routers (nodes) and links between them. Each link
is assigned a weight and each router maintains a routing table
with an entry for each destination. Router R’s routing table
entry for destination i consists of [Dist(R, i), N exthop(R, i)]:
the shortest distance to i and next hop to reach i, respectively.
To construct the routing table, neighboring routers exchange
their distances to destinations using RIP update messages
periodically (every 30 seconds).
For presentation simplicity, in this paper we use the router ID
to denote a destination network that is directly connected to the
router. But generally speaking, a router ID is not the identifier
for the networks attached to it; the latter are represented by IP
address prefixes. This simplification allows a clear and concise
description of the concepts; the actual implementation is easily
adapted to use actual network prefixes. This paper also assumes
that each link has a cost of 1. In other words, the hop-count
is used as the distance metric, a common practice in networks
using RIP as their routing protocol [1].
A. Triangle Theorem Checking
In a network running a shortest path routing protocol, when
the routing protocol has reached a stable state, a triangle
theorem holds for any set of 3 nodes. The triangle theorem
states that the distance between one pair of the 3 nodes must
be equal or less than the sum of the distances of the other two
pairs. More precisely, for any 3 nodes a, b, c, it must be the
case that dist(a, c) ≤ dist(a, b) + dist(b, c). Note this theorem
follows directly from the definition of a shortest path from a
to c.
In the standard RIP implementation [1], router R believes any
new distance information learned from an update (Dist(A, i)).
In contrast, RIP-TP applies the triangle theorem check against
this new distance information. Suppose node R receives a
new RIP update from A including Dist(A, i). Router R first
checks whether this route meets the triangle requirement, as
illustrated in Figure 1(a). The triangle theorem states that we
must have Dist(R, i) ≤ Dist(R, A) + Dist(A, i). If this
condition is not met, the new update causes a violation of
the triangle theorem. A triangle theorem violation indicates an
inconsistency in the distance information, but does not identify
which of the 3 distances caused the inconsistency. Furthermore,

a triangle theorem violation may be due to temporary delay
or loss in update message propagation, or as a result of a
faulty distance being injected. The first step in verification is to
identify between which two nodes lies the potentially invalid
distance value, followed by a probing message for validation,
as described in the following Section.
In the above example shown in Figure 1(a), if Dist(R, i) ≤
Dist(R, A) + Dist(A, i) does not hold true, then either
Dist(R, i) or Dist(A, i) is incorrect1 . Instead of blindly accepting the new update Dist(A, i), as the case in the standard
RIP implementation, RIP-TP marks Dist(A, i) as potentially
invalid and proceeds with a second triangle theorem check,
as illustrated in Figure 1(b). Let N exthop(R, i) = B, node
R checks whether Dist(B, i) ≤ Dist(B, A) + Dist(A, i).
Although R does not know Dist(B, A) directly, since both A
and B are neighbors of R, R can conclude that Dist(B, A) ≤
2.
Based on the result from the two triangle theorem checks,
we can classify each new distance information Dist(A, i) from
a RIP update into the following 3 classes:
• A distance that passes check-1 is accepted without further
checking.
• A distance that fails only check-1 is potentially invalid.
• A distance that fails both check-1 and check-2 is probably
invalid.
B. Generalizing the Triangle Theorem
The triangle theorem can be easily extended to other types
of routing metrics. Check-1 (Dist(R, i) ≤ Dist(R, A) +
Dist(A, i)) and check-2(Dist(B, i) ≤ Dist(B, A) +
Dist(A, i)) should hold true not only for hop-count metric,
but also for any metric which are always larger than zero.
Furthermore, the triangle theorem can be extended to other
distance vector based routing protocols, such as the Distributed
Bellman Ford Protocol [7], in which each router keeps the
routes learned from all the neighbors. Therefore, node B in
check-2 can be R’s any neighbor other than A, not necessarily
just node N exthop(R, i) as in RIP.
III. V ERIFICATION THROUGH P ROBING M ESSAGES
By checking the triangle theorem as described in the previous
section, a router can detect distances reported by new update
messages that are either potentially invalid or probably invalid.
Since the triangle theorem violation can be due to either transient state after legitimate route changes or invalid distances,
further verification is needed. In this section we introduce a
simple low overhead technique to verify the new distance.
We are particularly concerned with the probably invalid distances that failed both triangle theorem checks. We would also
like to check the potentially invalid distances that failed only
the first check. However, because each RIP update message
can list a neighbor’s distances for up to 25 destinations2 , in the
1 Note since R received the update from A, R and A are neighbors and
Dist(R, A) is 1.
2 As defined in [1], each RIP update message can contain up to 25 destinations. If a network has more than 25 destinations, each node sends multiple
update messages to cover its complete routing table.
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Triangle Theorem in RIP

worst case all the distances could be all potentially invalid or
probably invalid. To limit the number of verification overhead,
each node is allowed to send at most C probing messages per
update received, where C is calculated in the following way:

decision on accepting Dist(A, i) is acceptable, given that RIP
standard [1] already specifies a damping time of 1 to 5 seconds
before consecutive triggered update messages are sent out.
B. Reacting To the Verification Results

C = max(Cmin , min(0.5 ∗ X, Cmax ))

A new distance that passes the verification test is installed
in R’s routing table, together with a flag bit to indicate this
distance has been validated. Thus RIP-TP introduces only one
bit of storage overhead per destination. A distance that failed
the verification test is discarded. Note that a valid distance will
be dropped if the probing or ICMP report message is lost or
delayed beyond the timeout value. However because neighbor
nodes re-announce their shortest distances to all destinations
every 30 seconds [1], any incorrectly rejected distance will be
retried after receiving future update messages.
Recall that we set an upper bound of C on the number of
distances to verify. If the total number of potentially invalid or
probably invalid distances in an update U exceeds C, not all of
them can be checked at the time of processing U . Although our
design gives first priority to checking probably invalid paths,
the number of probably invalid paths alone may exceed C. To
handle this scenario, we introduce two additional optimizations.
First, we discard the entire update message U if the total
number of distances that received “NACK” exceeds:

Where X is the number of potentially invalid distances , and
Cmin and Cmax are configured control parameters. We used
Cmin = 2 and Cmax = 5 in this study. In selecting up to C
distances to verify, a router gives first priority to the distances
that were classified as probably invalid. The probing messages
are implemented by utilizing the existing UDP [8]and ICMP
[9] protocols, as described below.
A. Sending Probing Messages
To verify a questionable distance Dist(A, i), node R sends
a UDP packet as a probing message, which is destinated to
i with TTL set to Dist(A, i) + 1, and an UDP port number
not used by any nodes (e.g. port number 33434 as used in
traceroute software [10]). R also starts a timer (6∗(Dist(A, i)+
1) ∗ Hop Delay) where Hop Delay is the average delay
over a hop, either configured or obtained through R’s own
measurement. If a probing message arrives at the destination,
the destination will send back to R an ICMP “destination
unreachable” message with the reason of “unreachable port”.
This ICMP message from node i is considered an acknowledgment(“ACK”) which confirms the correctness of Dist(A, i).
Otherwise, if the actual distance from R to i is greater than the
reported Dist(A, i) value, the probing message will be dropped
due to TTL exhaustion, and the node which drops the probing
message will send an ICMP “time exceeded” message back
to R; or if the probing is dropped by a node because it has
no reachability to node i, it will send back to R an ICMP
“destination unreachable” message; or if the probing message
or the ICMP report is lost or delayed due to congestion or
other network faults, the timer will expire. All the above 3
events are considered a negative acknowledgment(“NACK”),
i.e., the verification is considered failed. If the Hop Delay is
10ms, because the maximal TTL value is set to 15 in RIP, the
timer value should not exceed 0.9 second. Therefore the delay
caused by waiting for ICMP report or timeout before making a

T hresh Drop =
max(T hreshmin , min(0.5 ∗ max(C, S), T hreshmax ))
Where S is the number of probably invalid distances, and
T hreshmin and T hreshmax are configured control parameters,
which are set to 2 and 5 in this study, respectively. T hreshmin
is necessary because we do not want to drop the entire
update message if the number of invalid distances is small.
If T hresh Drop is exceeded, the router discards the entire
update message (including all the valid and invalid distances)
and simply waits for the next update.
Our second optimization is intended to recover from invalid
distances that slip through the validation check. When the number of potentially invalid and probably invalid distances in an
update message exceeds C, the router randomly picks up to C
of them to verify, and the rest are not checked. Unless the entire
update is rejected (see above), a potentially invalid distance will
be accepted. Furthermore, once a potentially invalid distance

is accepted, future updates might not trigger violations in the
triangle theorem, thus these potentially invalid distances could
remain in the routing table indefinitely. However, because these
distances do not have the verification bit set in the routing table,
they are candidates for verification next time a periodic update
message containing the same destinations arrive. A node R may
verify up to C distances per received update message, when
the update contains less than C potentially invalid or probably
invalid distance, R will pick among those destination entries
in the routing table that do not have the verification bit set.
Unchecked entries remain as candidates for checking until the
validation bit is set. Therefore even those paths that are not
checked initially will be verified eventually over time.
Finally, the verification results of one router can be shared
among neighbor nodes. We utilize a 16-bit reserved field in RIP
update message for this purpose and a value of Y in this field
indicates that the first Y entries in the update message have
been verified3 . Note that this verification is only piggybacked
in the update between neighbor nodes, increasing the power
of triangle theorem checking without introducing additional
transmission overhead.
C. Design Summary
Our design favors simplicity, low overhead, incremental
deployability and minimal impact on normal RIP operation. For
example, our algorithm does not store or propagate the negative
verification results (which would introduce more storage and
communication overhead), and positive verification results are
only piggybacked on the scheduled routing update messages.
A single router R can benefit from deploying this detection
algorithm without any support from other routers, as long as
other routers in the system respond to probing messages, which
is part of standard ICMP functionality [9]. Our design does not
consider the case of a malicious router intentionally modifying
the probing or ICMP report messages, though it does consider
the possibility of lost probing or ICMP report messages. Our
design can deal with both the cases where there are only a small
number of invalid distances and where most of the distances in
one RIP update are invalid. In Section IV we show the benefit
of triangle theorem checking and our optimization techniques
by comparing it with a pure random probing approach (called
RIP -RP ).
IV. S IMULATION E VALUATION
To show the benefit of triangle theorem checking and our
optimization techniques, instead of comparing RIP-TP against
the standard RIP we choose to compare against a variant of
RIP that uses pure random probing (called RIP -RP ). This is
because the result for the former is trivial: routers would simply
accept all updates, and an invalid but shorter distance will be
accepted and further propagated by a router. RIP-RP represents
a simple approach in which a router R attempts to verify at most
K (a configured parameter) randomly chosen destinations from
3 Only routers that deployed our algorithm will set this field in their updates
and we assume the sender of the update will arrange the entries by putting the
destinations with verified distance first.

each update message. RIP-RP neither propagates verification
results to neighboring routers nor uses any other optimization
techniques. However note that a RIP update message may
contain entries to destinations with infinity distances, especially
in cases of updates triggered by link failures which may only
report unreachable destinations due to the failure. RIP-RP does
not consider those entries that have infinity distances when
randomly choosing entries from the update to probe. Thus the
actual number of probing messages RIP-RP sends per received
update will be less than K if an update has less than K noninfinity entries.
We implemented RIP-TP and RIP-RP in the IRLSim simulator [11]. Our simulation tests use a set of flat mesh topologies
which differ only in size and connectivity. A single parameter
N determines both the number of nodes in the network(which
is N ∗ N ), and the node degree(which is N , i.e., each node
is connected to N neighbor nodes). One node which is closest
to the center of the network topology is chosen as the single
faulty node. The faulty node does not remove any destination
entries. Instead, the faulty node randomly selects I destinations
in its routing table, decreases their distances by 1 and puts these
faulty entries in the update it sends out to each neighbor 4 . In
addition to the faulty node, every second during the simulation
run, with probability P , a randomly chosen link fails. A failed
link may recover with a probability of 0.5 every second after
its failure. Each of our simulation tests runs for 6000 seconds.
In our simulation, invalid distances include those announced
by the faulty router as well as those accepted and further
propagated by non-faulty routers. Invalid distances in an update may or may not change a router R’s routing table. As
mentioned earlier, we are only concerned with those distances
that can change R’s routing table. Let M be the total number
of invalid distances which are marked as potentially invalid
or probably invalid during simulations and let L be the total
number of invalid distances that are detected and prevented
from becoming new shortest paths. We define the detection
rate D = L/M and use this as the measure for RIP-TP’s
effectiveness. RIP-TP’s overhead is defined as O= (total number
of probing messages)/(total number of RIP update messages
received).
We measure how D and O react to various values of I, P and
N , and compare the results with RIP -RP (with K = 1, 2, 3),
a pure random probing approach described above. The results
in Figures 2, 3, and 4 show that, in all the simulation tests,
RIP-TP’s detection rate D is at least 95%, and the overhead O
is at most 1.1, demonstrating that RIP-TP is an effective and
low overhead approach to faulty update detection.
Recall that the faulty node randomly selects I destinations to
decrease their distances, Figure 2 shows that RIP-TP’s detection
rate is not affected by the value of I, and the overhead increases
4 Note that the I destinations chosen by the faulty node might be different
at different times, and an invalid distance sent by the faulty router might
be “corrected” later by a later update. However, since the triangle checking
and probing happen when the invalid distance is first received, this specific
simulation detail should not affect our simulation results given the definition
of detection rate and overhead defined shortly.
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only slightly as the value of I increases. A faulty router cannot
increase the chance invalid entries go undetected by increasing
I; the more invalid entries in an update message, the more likely
a receiving node will drop the whole update due to the number
of invalid entries exceeding T hresh Drop. A larger I value
does lead to higher overhead, since more potentially invalid
or probably invalid distances lead to more probing messages.
However, Figure 2 shows that the overhead of RIP-TP increases
slowly, and eventually it will be bounded by Cmax , a control
parameter one can adjust. Comparison of RIP-TP with RIP-RP
shows that RIP-TP has both significantly higher detection rate
and much lower overhead than random probing with K=2 or 3.
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messages will still increase with P . The number of probing
messages in RIP-TP increases with the number of potentially
invalid and probably invalid distances in an update but upper
bounded by Cmax = 5, while RIP-RP does not adapt, and
bounded by K. As an overall result, the overhead, measured
as the ratio of number of probing messages over the total
number of routing update messages, decreases in RIP-RP while
increases in RIP-TP.
Figure 4 shows that RIP-TP is scalable as the network size
increases in that its detection power is largely independent from
the network size, and its overhead decreases as the network size
increases.
V. R ELATED W ORK

As shown In Figure 3, increased link failure rate has an
impact on RIP-RP’s detection rate and overhead, since failed
links force nodes to select new paths which could be potentially invalid routes, they could also lead to probing or
ICMP report message losses. As a result, the probability that
invalid distances slip through RIP-TP’s verification increases.
Although the detection rate of RIP-TP decreases slightly, it
remains above 95% even with a link failure probability of
0.2 per second. Increased slip-through invalid distances will
be further propagated and marked as potentially invalid and
probably invalid, increasing the verification overhead. On the
other hand, RIP specifies a damping timer for triggered updates:
within T (a random value between 1 and 5) seconds, a node
can send only one triggered update. When P increases, this
damping timer results in more entries in one triggered update.
However because a randomly chosen link fails with probability
P , the number of impacted nodes, thus the number of update

[12] proposed a secure traceroute service to help verify
whether an announced path is valid. In some sense, this service
is a recursive version of our probing message verification. But
unlike RIP-TP, the secure traceroute service requires all routers
on the path to be secure-traceroute-capable and cryptographically sign their portion of the path. The service also doesn’t
specify what triggers the verification service, but suggests
that it’s triggered when a normal traceroute identifies some
problems while RIP-TP uses the triangle theorem checking to
facilitate detection.
[13] proposed to place a set of sensors onto some (or all) of
the links within a RIP network. Each of the sensor is provided
with network topology and the positions of all the other sensors
and each sensor computes all the possible paths from each
router to each subnet. The sensor then analyzes the routing
updates and checks the distance using its information. If a
distance in RIP update is not in the legitimate range, alarm
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In this paper we developed a simple and effective approach
to detecting invalid routing announcements in RIP. Our design
emphasizes effectiveness, simplicity, low overhead (both in
transmission and in storage), backward compatibility with the
RIP standard, and support for incremental deployment. For
description clarity this paper presented RIP-TP by using hopcount as the routing metric, and we also briefly showed that the
triangle theorem checking can be easily generalized to other
types of link metrics and distance vector routing protocols,
while generalizing the probing mechanism is part of our future
work. We have evaluated the design through simulation experiment to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our work shows that, by
carefully exploring the design space of invalid announcements
checking, existing routing protocols can be enhanced with
effective fault detection capability, as we have demonstrated
with RIP, a routing protocol considered least capable of fault
detection, in this paper.
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is raised. Otherwise, a query is sent to all the sensors along
all the possible paths that have this distance in order to further
verify the distance. This approach might have difficulty in a
very dynamic network since it requires manual configuration
and global knowledge.
[14] adds a cryptographically signed PREDECESSOR (second last hop) to the distance vector protocol. A path-finding
algorithm [15] then allows a node to recursively reconstruct
the path and verify distances, provided every node is a destination. But this approach introduces more overhead (including
cryptographic checks) and assumes every router has deployed
this technique. Our approach fully utilizes the existing (but very
limited) information in RIP and even a single RIP-TP router
can benefit without the collaboration of other nodes.
[16] outlines a multi-fence framework for routing protocols
resilient to faults including invalid routing announcements and
provides a detailed survey of techniques for link state, path vector, and distance vector protocols. The techniques are divided
into: 1)Utilize existing information propagated by the protocol;
2)Add new protocol information; 3)Add new query behavior; 4)
Pre-configuring information. Our work makes use of 1) and 3),
and makes limited use of 2) (neighbor-to-neighbor validation
reporting). In this section, we have focused on techniques for
distance vector protocols, and the reader is referred to [16] for
related path vector and link state techniques.
VI. SUMMARY
In a system as large as today’s Internet, faults are inevitable.
Given that all Internet based communications rely on a dependable packet delivery service, it is critically important to make
network routing protocols fault resilient.
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